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Abstract. In recent years grid computing has evolved from simple batch
processing systems to highly interactive applications. One approach
heading in that direction is the edutain@grid project. This project aims
to enable the computing power of current grid systems to the area of
online computer games and e-learning applications. The shift from tra-
ditional scientific computing applications into the domain of business
oriented applications has led to the involvement of a variety of actors.
All of these organisations and persons have different needs considering
the access to the system.

To communicate with the edutain@grid system a novel combination
of portals had to be developed. Three types of portals allow the stake-
holders to get access to this system. These portals allow a unified and
consistent interface approach hiding the complexity of traditional grid
applications in order to support users from all different fields to work
with edutain@grid in an intuitive way.

1 Introduction

Grid computing [11] has come far in the recent years. Traditional approaches
from the area of batch processing have evolved to support interactive applications
even in the area of real-time interactivity. An example for the change of Grid
applications to support more interactive applications was the CrossGrid project
[8], where the computation results of a flooding simulation could be displayed in
real-time.

One of the novel approaches to bring more interactivity to the Grid is the
edutain@grid project [9] which supports real-time interactive online applications
(ROIAs) mostly from the field of e-learning and computer games. The two appli-
cation domains have commonalities: they support a large amount of concurrent
users and they both have to provide instantaneous feedback to the user input.
Computational power is needed in these areas mainly for interaction processing
of the connected participants of multi-user sessions.
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To create support for such applications the portals in edutain@grid follow
a different approach than traditional portals. They are considered as a user
interface to the different layers and components of edutain@grid, rather than
combining and exposing information from different resources in a single view.

Becaues of the real-time constraints of the edutain@grid applications it is not
sufficient anymore to restrict portals to web interface technology. Other low-
level technology in the form of a C++ API has to be used to interconnect to the
interfaces of ROIAs to edutain@grid.

The following Section of the paper will introduce the related work focusing on
available portal frameworks. Section three to six describe the different portals for
different groups of actors in edutain@grid. The last sections provide an outlook
into future work by showing up enhancements of the edutain@grid portals and
conclude the paper.

2 Related Work

Portals in the context of Grid computing are typically considered to be web
interfaces which aggregate information gathered from different web resources.
This composition of information is often enhanced with the possibility of user
interaction.

In order to ease the design and implementation of such portals many frame-
works have been developed in the recent years. The most prominent examples
are Jetspeed [3] and Gridsphere [2]. Other commonly used solutions are jPortlet,
uPortal, LifeRay, and PGrade [4] which is built on top of Gridsphere.

A good overview on the mentioned examples can be found in [6], where the
previously listed frameworks are described in detail and their functionality and
architectures are compared.

The edutain@grid project enhances this portal concept from traditional web
portals by providing for example an additional C++ portal API in oder to create
a full portal framework which supports the needs of the different actors. A similar
approach by offering a portal framework is chosen by Gannon et al. [12].

In the area of computer games Steam [5] could be considered as a community
portal where users are able to create accounts and communicate via forums for
a large set of games.

3 The edutain@grid Portals

The main approach of the edutain@grid middleware lies in the Grid support
for ROIAs. It does not only consider newly developed ROIAs using parts of the
middleware but it also includes the support of legacy applications. The main
differences of edutain@grid to traditional Grid computing do not only lie in the
real-time constraints of the executed jobs, but also in the nature of the life-time
of a job.

The portals of the edutain@grid project support the three layers of edu-
tain@grid, namely the business layer, the management layer and the real-time
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layer by offering different approaches. They provide a traditional interface ap-
proach in the form of web portals for the management layer and the business
layer as well as a low-level C++ API based approach as implemented in the
client portal API which interconnects with ROIAs executed on the real-time
layer.

An early draft on the portal architecture has been previously published by
Anthes et al. [7] while more detail on the edutain@grid overall architecture can
be found in [9]. This work provides a more precise insight into the developed
portals and the interconnections within the edutain@grid architecture.

4 The Business Portal

The business portal is developed for coordinators who manage the distribution
of applications on the different hosters. It provides functionality to manage con-
tracts between hosters and the coordinator about provided hosts, SLAs and
pricing. The functionality is provided via a standard GRIA web portal which
follows the classic web portal approach so that the portal is accessible via an
arbitrary web browser. It is directly connected to the business layer of the edu-
tain@grid system which is implemented through GRIA web services [1].

5 The Management Portal

The management portal was developed for hosters which participate in this sys-
tem by providing computing resources. It is implemented as a web portal which
can be accessed via any web browser. The portal provides resource management
and monitoring functionality to allow the hosters to keep an overview about
their participating machines.

The management portal acts as administration interface for the participating
hosters in edutain@grid. It is implemented as web portal using the Gridsphere
portal framework. The main functionality of the portal are the configuration of
participating machines in the edutain@grid middleware, the display of the status
of these machines and controlling functions.

The portal itself is configured to provide three different views to the hosters:
the configuration view, the monitoring view and the controlling view.

In the configuration view the hoster is able to manage and configure the ma-
chines which should participate in the edutain@grid system. The view consists of
three separate portlets, the HostConfigurationPortlet, the ROIATypeConfigura-
tionPortlet and the ROIADescriptorConfigurationPortlet. Each of these portlets
allows to modify the configuration for the hoster’s local site. The configuration
itself is stored and managed by the management layer. The portlets provide a
graphical interface in order to modify this configuration via the portal. Figure 1
shows the different portlets of the configuration view.

The first portlet in the configuration view is the HostConfigurationPortlet.This
portlet is used to define which machines are available at the hoster’s site. It dis-
plays a list of all configured machines together with the port settings used for the
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Fig. 1. Management Portal: Configuration view

connection of the edutain@grid management layer to the host. In order to connect
the configured machines to the edutain@grid system a separate program has to be
started on the single hosts, the ROIAServerStarter. This light-weight application
listens on the defined port for commands from the management layer in order to
start server applications on the host. To provide an overview if all configured hosts
are able to communicate with the edutain@grid middleware the portlet displays
a status box for each host which shows if the ROIAServerStarter application is
running. Via this portlet it is possible to add new hosts, modify the port settings
of participating hosts or remove hosts from the edutain@grid middleware.

The second portlet is the ROIATypeConfigurationPortlet. This portlet allows
to define the different application types which can be hosted on the server ma-
chines. A configuration for a ROIAType currently consists of the name and the
version of the application.

The last configuration portlet is the ROIADescriptorConfigurationPortlet. It
allows for the configuration of the deployed applications on the participating
hosts. This configuration is used by the management layer in order to start up
the applications on the server machines. Every configuration entry currently con-
tains the ROIAType, the host where it is deployed, the working path where the
application is installed, the executable which can be started by the ROIAServer-
Starter, command line arguments which are passed to the executable at startup
time and the number of threads.
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Fig. 2. Management Portal: Monitoring view

The monitoring view of the management portal consist of multiple instances
of the MonitoringPortlet. This portlet allows for displaying the visualisation of
monitoring data gathered by the edutain@grid middleware. Several monitoring
targets like the incoming and outgoing bandwidth, the number of connected
users but also application internal data like the saturation of the application
loop are provided by the management layer which can be displayed per portlet
instance. The configured monitoring data is displayed by a java applet which
uses the visualisation library of the ASKALON tool-set for cluster and grid
computing [10]. To update the monitoring data in the java applet a monitoring
service is running in the management portal. At startup of the java applet a
socket connection is established between the applet and the monitoring service.
The service streams the monitoring data via this connection to the visualisation
applet which displays the data in form of diagrams. Figure 2 shows an example
of the monitoring view with three active MonitoringPortlets.

The controlling view of the portal consists of a single portlet, the Control-
lingPortlet. The portlet allows the user to view which hosts are involved in the
different ROIA sessions. Via this portlet the hoster can manually start and stop
ROIAProcesses on his local machines. This functionality is intended to be used
for testing purposes whenever a new application is deployed on different hosts.
The controlling view is shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Management Portal: Controlling view

6 The Client Portal API

The client portal is developed for the end users of the edutain@grid system
which are either computer game players or participants in e-learning application.
It provides functions to get information about hosted applications, to commu-
nicate with other users and to connect to running applications. The portal is
implemented as a C++ API which will be included in the application clients to
provide a common way of access for the different types of client applications.
The communication is achieved via web service calls which allows a secure and
standardized way of data transmission.

In order to connect a client application to an application server which is hosted
by edutain@grid a communication from the client to the edutain@grid middleware
is necessary. This communication is achieved via the client portal. The client por-
tal provides an interface for the client applications to log in to the system, find
running application servers, connect to a running server application, etc..

In current computer game clients or e-learning client applications such func-
tionality is provided by an integrated portal. This portal is usually designed
to match to the appearance of the application itself. To achieve this property
also within edutain@grid clients the client portal functionality is needed to be
integrated into these applications. Therefore the portal does not follow the tra-
ditional portal definition but is implemented as a C++ library. The API of this
library is kept at a high abstraction level so that this portal hides the complexity
of the underlying GRIA grid middleware from the application developers and
the end users.

To be able to connect to a server application the client portal API provides
a function to login to the system. The login function takes a username and
password as credential. This information is forwarded via a web service call to
the edutain@grid business layer. The business layer then checks the credential
for validity and returns a security token if the login was successful. This security
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token is later on used in every other communication between the client and the
edutain@grid middleware to authenticate the user.

For connecting the client to a running application server a list of available
servers has to be provided to the client. Therefore the client portal API pro-
vides a method which allows to request all running server instances of a defined
ROIAType. The ROIAType is usually preset by the type of the client application
in order to find matching server applications. The request is forwarded to the
business layer via a web service call. The business layer then checks if the user is
allowed to request this information. If so the list of available server applications
is replied to the client portal.

After an appropriate server application is selected the client has to get the
connection details of the server where the application is hosted. Therefore the
client portal API sends an request to the business layer for the IP address and
the port of the host for the specified server application. Figure 4 shows the
communication chain of this request. At first the client portal API sends a request
to the business layer via web service calls containing information about the
desired application server. In order to obtain this information the business layer
has to communicate with the management layer of the edutain@grid system. This
layer is responsible for managing the resources at the different hoster sites. The
management layer itself has a connection to all available server hosts. Via this
connection the layer can obtain the IP and port information of the server host.
This information is returned to the business layer and forwarded to the client
portal API as web service call result. The application then gathers the connection
details from the client portal API and uses this information to establish the
real-time connection to the application server. This example shows that the
complexity of the underlying grid communication is successfully hidden from
the client application.

Fig. 4. Client Portal example: Communication path for establishing connection be-
tween ROIA-Client and ROIA-Server

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has shown approaches how to support ROIAs in the edutain@grid
project by providing a novel portal concept. To offer interfaces for the different
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kind of actors the definition of portals has been extended beyond the use of web
interfaces.

To communicate efficiently with ROIAs a C++ portal API was provided and
described. It is obvious that web portals are not sufficient to support modern
computer games, thus Login mechanisms and look-up functionality has been
offered in order to be seamlessly integrated into the applications.

To control such applications and to allow for enhanced debugging possibilities
on the management layer real-time monitoring, monitoring visualisation and
control functionality is offered by the management portal.

In the client portal API community functionality like friend lists or chat should
be added in order to support standard game functionality. Packaging the approach
of the different portals would lead to a portal framework, which could be used as
a generic solution for a class of of interfaces for interactive grid applications.
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